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Editorial

NEW
MEXICO

A Si1nple Universal Law
The sad sit"Uation in Taos sho"Uld Pl'Ovide a
valuable lesson for the citizens of this state
and the students of this school, but it
probably won't.
When Taos first became a staging area for
communal people everything was fine.
UJ.?.fortunately, word of the beautiful setting
and the harmonious relationship with the
townspeople spread. This popularization
heralded the beginning of the end for
serenity in Taos. As with Haight-Ashbury
rip-off artists, speed-freaks, and social
parasites began to move in.
Now, a rightfully irate citizenry, is
wrongfully starting to take random pot-shots
at anyone with long hair; shooting first and
asking questions later.
Guilt by association is by no means
limited to Taos, however. It runs rampant
throughout this state and the country at
large. In fact, one might say it is a tradition.
A large segm~nt of society still sees blacks
as neo-step-and-fetch-its, chicarios as
fast-talking foreigners who can't understand
English, Jews as scheming money-hoarders,
and long-hairs as moral perverts bent on

SARAH LAIDLAW

loafing. And 'although middle Amedca
would be aghast if it was to be classified on
the merits of James Earl Ray or George
Wallace, that same middle American ethic
,waits for Charles Mansons to make the news
·so it can say, "I told you so."
It seems silly hel'e to have to reiterate the
universally acknowledged axiom that all
groups, classes, races, and cultures have good
and bad members. But a great chunk of our
populace cannot get this simple universal law
through their heads.
To compound matters further, the police,
entr"Usted by society with the task of sifting
out rotten elements from any group, are, for
the most part, afflicted with this same g"Uilt
by association synaromt:.
··
This tendency toward broad and negative
classifications can only result in the
increased polarization of our peoples, a
process that hastens the social obliteration
we seem headed for. The social pressures on
our society will continue as long as blacks,
Jews, chicano s, and long-hairs remain
disenfranchised.
Michael Blake

'Don't Worry, Pal-With Managers Like You, How Can I Lose?'
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Bema

Will UNM Students Wake Up?
IIi

Bema is unsolicited, aigned guest editorial opinion.

By MIKE URBAN
Last Thursday evening the legal
authority of an improperly
constituted Student Standards
Committee was challenged, and
on critical examination of the
charge, it was found that the
students (Allen Copper and Bill
Orzen), were "out of order" for
daring to pose the question:
Moreover, it was maintained by
the committee itself, that it was
not legally subservient to Student
Court (which had ruled them to
be illegally constituted until such
a time as a fourth student is
seated on the committee) and,
still better, they decided to forget
the ASUNM Constitution, which
is very specific as to the structure
of the committee.
Of course, all of this is nothing
new. Flagrant abuse of student
rights (I have heard they exist?) is
today's most popular pastime of
university administrators, who use
repression of students to
articulate their anger at student
non-participation in the
traditional student pastimes of
goldfish swallowing, football
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rallies, etc. (I would have included
bonfires in the above, but for the
fact that they're still very popular,
particularly with Bank of America
people, who contribute to their
banks in amazing numbers with
benevolent frivolity.)
Naturally, some of you have
recognized from the last little
barb, that this article is radical
propaganda, and I was ordered by
Peking to write it-this will be
easier to believe if you have a
crew-cut and dig fondling guns.
For the remainder of
uncommitted readers who are still
with me at this point think about
the following: at MIT, that
renowned bastion of American
technological creativity, students
riot to get military research
contracts removed from the
universi:ty; in the California
schools, notably Berkeley and San
Francisco State, students
demonstrate to demand an end to
university complicity with
America's neo•colonialist
militarism, and at the University
of Alabama (yes, that's . in the
South), George Wallace is heckled

off the stage (in his home state,
no less). Here at UNM students
are utterly denigrated, deprived of
any semblance of justice, used as
political springboards, and asked
to maintain a degree of order and
decorum that is blatantly violated
by the Student Standards
Committee and prosecutors-and
all this because the students in
question, Orzen and Cooper,
dared to ask Sen. Strom
Thurmond to answer a question
before giving his speech! (How
dare they!)
At other universities students
continue, even in the face of
unrestrained police repression, to
demand a qualitative change, both
for the universities and for
America itself. Here at UNM,
students still quake in the
presence of "the Professor" or
President Heady; still get acne and
diarrhea the night before exams,
and are ever so cunuingly
conditioned to the proper attitude
of non-think that is so necessary
to maintain the Richard Nixons in
power in Am~ka. Will UNM
students ever wake up?

Casey Church
Holfy Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Holly Beckley, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey,
Sandy Schauer, Pam Burgenheim
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shpnnon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake
Jean lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Lin Morgan
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Murder, Mystery, Heroin
Create ~Pyx' Tangled Web
By SUSAN STERN
"The Pyx" (Popular Library,
60 cents), by John Buell is what
might be called a good murder
mystery. But this nightmare goes
beyond the realm of fiction and
catapults into the arena of truth.
The players are familiar. They
appear on the stages of every
urban jungle-prostitutes, pimps,
and the slaves to H, horse, smack,
scag, or heroin. ·
The story begins with a cab
driver's view of a body hitting the
pavement beneath a 12-story
luxury apartment house. This
apparent suicide of beautiful,
green-eyed Elizabeth Lucy leaves
the investigating police officer,
Henderson, with unanswered
questions. Untangling the threads
of the past, Henderson puts
together a grizzly pattern.
Elizabeth, hooked on heroin,
struggled against her madame,
Meg, and Keerson the pimp. Meg
told her, "You're big money,
chicken, don't forget that."
Elizabeth knew it. What alarmed
her was a visit from Keerson's
right-hand man, Lefram, who told
her to up her habit by a third.
Novelist Buell at this point tells
us "something big is up." When
the drama unfolds we are still left
hanging. Elizabeth goes to
Keerson's penthouse, takes part in
a religious ceremony, but angers
Keerson by prematurely receiving
"the host" .in the pyx. Keerson in
his fury hurls her to her 12-story
death.
The Pyx, according to Webster,

Editor:
To the Editor:
Elections are coming up and
this means change in student
government administration. Many
things this year have indicated the
position that ASUNM currently
holds in the eyes of the University
and the state, and the direction it
must take in the future if it is to
remain a voice of the students.
It has become essential for
student government to represent
student opinion to the University,
yet still be able to stand with the
University in the face of outside
attack. Because of this duality in
roles, which is so often a conflict,
I feel it is necessary for us to elect
a president of the Associated
Students who can not only voice
the demand for revision in
University policy, and the
position of students, but can
effectively communicate the
rationale of these demands to the
faculty, administration, and the
state as a whole,
I feel there is only one
candidate who, because of his
long experience in student
government and his great concern
for the position of ASUNM, can
qualify ori these two major points.
It is because of thiB qualification
that I urge you to vote for
Leonard DeLayo for president of
the Associated Students for the
coming year.
Sig Olson
To the Editor:
This is a good time to point out
UNM is a serious pollutor of the
Albuquerque environment.
Thanks to numerous unpaved
parking lots, and unplanted open
spaces around buildings, anyone
caught in the open on campus
when it's windy gets a thorough
sandblasting.
I suppose it's difficult to grow
grass in the soil we have here, and
of course it hasn't a chance with

is the vessel- or case in which the
Eucharist is carried to the sick.
The use of it in the novel is
1;0mewhat puzzling, as the writer
fails to give life to the character of
Keerson and explain why he
should give the host.
This is the most disappointing
aspect of the novel-the thin
delineation of the character of
Keerson. The last scene pictures
Keerson as a raving religious
fanatic. But this attempt to
explain Keerson by insanity fails
miserably. Buell missed the
chance for a dynamic
characterization of the fierce and
mighty pimp.
The pyx seems to have no real
function in the novel. One almost
feels it was tacked on as an
after-thought to add a touch of
the macabre and mystical.
Finally, the reoccurring theme
of "something big is up" never
really gets resolved. We never
learn just exactly what was to
happen to Elizabeth in the
penthouse. One can imagine, but
the lack of concrete details is
annoying.
The novel's strength lies in the
sensitive portrayal of Elizabeth.
Buell gives us insight into her
tortured struggle. He skillfully
brings us close to her without
drowning her in pity.
"The Pyx'' has its literary and
structural faults, but overall I
found it a worthwhile novel. It is
a stark view of the lives of heroin
addicts and the kinds of things
that trap and assault them.

.
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Cooper, Orzen Hearing Continues

No. 123

r

Defense Slams Schowers
The prosecution rested its case Thurmond's speech, was the chief
yesterday and the defense began defense witness yesterday. Flowtrying to prove that it was not ers is not a student at UNM and
the actions of Allen- Cooper and thus cannot be tried within UniBill Orzen which caused the can- versity channels.
cellation of Sen. Strom ThurmDefense Atty. Charles Driscoll
ond's speech last March 4, but warned Flowers before he began
rather the "inept handling" of the his testimony that anything he
situation by Ray Schowers, said could be used against him in
speakers committee chairman.
civil court and asked him if he
The Student Standards Com- was there to testify "openly and
mittee hearing goes into its fifth freely" of his own accord. Flowday this afternoon with the de- ers replied that although he prefense expected to call at least 10 fered not to testify he had to "bemore witnesses, ·including the de- cause my conscience tells me I
fendants, when it resumes at 1:30 have to."
in Union room 250. There were
Flowers, w h o characterized
10 defense witnesses yesterday.
Cooper
and Orzen as "brothers
Cooper and ·orzen have been
of
mine"
told the committee that
charged with "disrupting the ed- he and the
defendants were at
ucational function" of UNM for the speech because they wanted
the part they played in the an answer from Thurmond about
Thurmond heckling incident.
what "the Senator was going to
Sonny Flowers, who along with do about what happened in LaCooper and Orzen is charged in 1mar, S. C. the day before he
civil court with d i s r up t i n g came here."

Letters arc welcome and should be
no longer than 260 words t)Tilewritl<!n, double spaced. Name, l<!lcphone
and address must be included. The
nome or the nuthor ot the letter will
not be withheld.

everybody walking across it as
they do. There are many other
types of ground cover, such as
vines, that will grow in various soil
conditions, help hold the soil in
place, and by their nature would
discourage foot traffic. Try
walking across ground ankle-deep
in vines and shrubs and you'll see
what I mean. Planted areas could
be enclosed by fences until the
growth has taken hold to protect
it from trampling in the early
stage.
University Planner Joe
McKinney was quoted in the
March 13 Lobo as saying our
campus will generally be
"non-organic. . • largely of
concrete and brick with a few
planned parks." I consider this
policy disastrous, not only
esthetically but in terms of human
values, too. We have enough
concrete and brick as it is. In an
age when we are surrounding
ourselves with the artificial, let's
keep the environment as natural
as possible.
UNM is responsible for another
type of pollution-visual. A
parking lot full of cars is an
esthetic disaster, and our campus
has more than its share. Moving
the parking off campus and
running a shuttle is no solution, so
instead, how about building
parking garages ol:! the sites of the
present lots next to the
computing center and medical
school. If well designed, these
garages would accomodate all cars
now parked on campus, out Of
sight, and be architecturally
rewarding.
_
The therapeutic value of beauty
in our daily surroundings. should
not be underrated, If we live amid
ugliness, life is a lot less satisfying,
and we are likely to become
irritable and loss cooperative with
each other.
·
Robert \l(, Smith

=a_ -
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(On March 3 a crowd of whites
had overturned a school bus in
Lamar loaded. with over 20 black
students who were being bused
to a new school in compliance
with a federal court order to desegregate the area schools.)
He added that he was personna1ly there because he was "determined that no duly elected
representative ... shall ever get
away without answering question." Thurmond, Flowers said,
was more interested in "collecting
his tlvo bits and moving on" than
he was in answering questions
from the people he "supposedly"
represents. "Mr. Thurmond is one
of the money-hungry, power-hungry, avaricious, rascist motherfuckers of the world."
Asked by Driscoll if he didn't
think Cooper's and Orzen's action were discourteous to the senator, l"lowers rejoined "I don't
(Continued on page 7)
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Angry Young Man

Sonny Flowers (center with leg.· in cast) yesterday told the
Student Standards Committee that Sen. Strom 'l'hurmond could
have given his speech "if he had wanted to." Seated at the table
behind Flowers . are (I to r) Ray Scliowers, Attorneys Robert
Taichert and Bill Dixon, and Vice Presidel:!t for Student Affairs
Harold Lavender.

~

.,
Witness

Prosecution witness Nate
Wineberg yesterday said Allen
Cooper and Bill Orzen "persisted
in making a noise level" that made
it impossible for Sen. Strom
Thurmond to give his speech.

Earth Day Slate
Panel discussions on the impact of human society on wildlife, air pollution, and food prospects
for the future will comprise UNM's Earth Day
activities ..
The discussions today will be the :first of a two
day series. All panels will be in the Union Ballroom, and will be covered live on KUNM, 90.1 FM.
Today's activities include:
9-10 :30 p.m.: Impact of humans and their products on wildlifP-, chaired by Max Lynn, ,Tohn Muir
Institute director.
10 :30 a.m.-noon: Energy sources of pollutants,
minimizing toxic substances in the atmosphere,
chaired by Peter Montague, former chairman,
New Mexico Citiezns for Clean Air.
2-4 :30 p.m.: Food prospects for the future,
chaired by Gerald Thomas, dean of agriculture,
Texas Technological University.
Thursday's panels will cover population control,
and legal and political problems in combating pollution.
9 :30 a.m.-noon: Birth control, moral and religious stumbling blocks, chaired by Colbert Bollinger, M.D., and Carlton Allen, minister, First Presbyterian Church.
1 :30-3 :30 p.m.: Legal and political problems of
controlling pollution across international borders,
chaired by AI Utton, editor, Natural Resources
Journal.

I
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Danger: Antiquated City Ordinances
. (Editor's Note: The following

11! the lllSt of a series on the
rights ~f persons involved with

the pollee. Today's article discusses s~rict city .ordinances that
can be mvoked m arrests.)
By CHARLES ANDREWS
Careful with that spittle
friend-Albuquerque still has ~
"no spitting on the sidewalk"
ordinance on the books and a few
others almost as antiquated and
unnecessary
Ridiculou~ city ordinances usually come to one's attention only
as newspaper fillers But it ceases
to b!l a laughin'g ~atter for the
p'erson arrested under an ordinance so vague it could be applied
to almost anyone.
The police can and on occasion
do apply these discriminately to
th~se they would like to bust for
"offenses" which society is embarrasg~d to put in writing-being black radical or long-haired.
By fa; the champion of the
vague "useful" (to the police)
ordin;nces is Section 24 Vagrancy. A vagrant is one: who
commits one of these heinous
crimes: Loitering in, about or on
any street land avenue alley
'
'
'
'

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"
4201 Central N.E. 265-7410

5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147

any other public way, public
place, at any public gathering
or assembly, or in or around any
· store, shop, or business or comm~rcial establishment, or on any
private property or place without
lawful business there; wandering
abroad and. occupying, lodging,
or sle.eping m any vacant or unoccupied barn, house, garage,
shed, shop, o~ other building or
st:ructure, or m any automobile,
truck, railroad car, or other vehicle without owning same or
without the permis~ion of the
owner or person entitled to the
:poss~ssion of the same, or sle~pmg m any vacant lot; wandenng
abroad and begging, going from
door to door of private houses or
commercial business establishments, or placing oneself in or
upon any public way or public
place to beg or receive alms; or
loi~ering about or .on any public,
pnvate, or parochial. school, college, seminary .grounds, or buildings, either on foot or in or on
any vehicle, without lawful business there."
Lawful Business
The key phrase is "lawful business.'' Does anyone besides UNM
students and employes have lawful business on campus? Or does
everyone? What about John Paul
Qet1jy walking down Central ?
With this ordinance worded as it
is, he could be arrested and
charged with vagrancy. He
wouldn't be, but quite a few peopie have taken rides in blue cars
under this catch-all ordinancepeople who could not otherwise be
classified as "criminals.''
Paragraph A was recently declared unconstitutional by Albuquerque Judge Harry Robbins:
"Being without visible or lawful

f,~690~l;·~Lom~~as~N~·~E~·~2~6~8~-6~8~4~8~~;m~e;a~n~s;;;of~s~u~p~p~ort~~o~r~al;t;ho;u~g~h
kapy karner
.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates far dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

possessing the physical ability to
work, failing or refusing to actively seek employment."
Violations under Section 14 are
"Smoking in an elevator or mov~
ing bus, or spitting upon the
steps or sidewalk of any public
building open to the public.''
(Does this mean if you're walking down Central at night, it's
legal to spit on the sidewalk only
in front of those stores which are
closed?)
Section 15, "Criminal Damage
To Property" (the
incident" charge), states 1t 1s unlawf_ul to int~ntionally damage pubhe or pr1vate proeprty " to a
value of less than $1000.'' (That
means anyone who has ever written on a desk at school or soaped
anyone's windows on Halloween
is as guilty as Cooper-OrzenRussell-et al, should they be
found ~ilty. Of c~\ll'se, the difference 1s that the1rs was a political act.)
Obstructing Officer
Section 21 lists as violations
"knowin~ly obstructing, ~esisting
or opposmg ..• or abusmg any
. .' . peace o~cer i~ }~e lawful
discharge of his dut1es or refusing to obey or comply with any
"order of any police officer in the
discharge of his duty/' (But don't
try to resist, oppose, or abuseand that includes verbal abusea cop who is overstepping his
bounds. You may find yourself
suddenly transformed into a
vagrant.)
Refusing to "assist any peace
officer in the preservation of the
peace when called upon by such
officer in the name of the United
States, the State of New Mexico,
or the City of Albuquerque" is
illegal under Section 22.
In addition
to paragraphs
concerning
prostitution
and indecent
exposure, "Lewd, Immoral, Or
Obscene Acts" (Section 38) consist of "uttering any abusive or
obscene language whether addressed to or in the hearing of
another. person, or making any
obscene gesture to, at, or about
any person, ot: manufacturing,

•:nyu

promoting distributing or possessing ar:y obscene pu'blication"
with knowledge of its .obscene
nature
By definition under Section 56,
" 'Obscene' includes but is not
limited to that which offends the
contemporary community conscience by present day standards
and shall include but not be limited to the terms 'lewd,' 'lascivious,' 'immoral,' and 'appealing to
a prurient interest.' 'Obscene
publication' includes but is not
limite~ to any obsecene ~~ok,
magazme, newspaper, wntmg,
pa~phle~, ballad, pri~ted paper,
pnnt, p1cture, drawmg, photograph, or recording of any nature
containing obscene language or
sounds, any obscene moving pictures, any obsecene television
program, any obscene figures,
statues, descriptions, or any other
opsecene publ~cation or reproduct10n of any kmd or nature.''
Section 39-"Unlawful Cohabitation"-"consists of persons who
are not married to each other coh~bit;;tin~ togeth~r .as man and
wife. (F1rst conV1tc10n-a warning. ''ey the judge !o .cease a~d
des1st ; second conviCtiOn-a VIolation,)
Fortune telling
"Foretelling The Future" (Section 42) consists of "advertising,
engaging in, or professing to engage in . . , for compensation in
any form, any act or practice of
'clairvoyance, fortune telling,
forete.lling of events, or pretending to foretell events by any
means," including "but not limited to mind reading, card reading,
palmistry, spiritualistic seances,
astrology, necromancy, phrenology, physiognomy, or like subtle
crafts, means, or devices."
This one's the topper: under
Section 49, it is illegal for a public pool hall operator or owner
to allow anyone under the age of
18 to "attend, frequent, or loiter
in or about such premises" without being accompanied by a parent or guardian. (Shades of River
City!) Go to any pool hall in
Albuquerque and try to count

more than 10 people who are O)Ver
16. Every one in town would J,ttave
.
i
to .. close if this section were \en.
forced.
~-~ ......_.L J!
While the vague wording of
·.-.=
some ordinances makes it diffi.
~
cult to get a conviction in court,
it also makes easy the arrest and
)1
trial in the first place.. Even if
you are never brought to courtJ . · ~ I
being arrested and spending a
day or two in jail is no picnic.
One last comment: one as sump·
tion under which American jurisprudence functi~ns is that ignorance of the law IS no excuse. You
can go to jail for three mon~hs
and pay a .$300 fine for each VloIation of the Albuquerque crimina! code. What, then, is the reasoning of the city :for charging a
person 75 cents to obtain a copy
of city ordinances, of which he
must be aware in order to be a
law-abiding citizen?

Oppose Police
ALBUQUERQUE- Albuquerque teachers Monday approved
l'esolutions opposing the use of
policemen on high school campuses and the creation of schools
with an enrollment of more than
2400 students. The Albuquerque
Classroom Teachers Assn. approved the resolution during a
closed meeting, From 1200-1500
teachers attended the session.
IIIIIJIIIIIUDIUUIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIJIIIIJIIIIIIJIIIIJIIII!IIIIIIfillllllliiiiiiiiiii!IIIIIIIDIIIIlliBIHIBD

CALLING U
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Wednesday, April 22
Student Standards Committee Hearings;
Union, room 250; 1:30.
A.W.S. Judicial Board, Union, room
231-A: 6:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma PI pledge class; Union:
room 231-C; 7 p.m.
ASUNM. Senate; Union, room 129; 7

p.m.

3·HO; Union, room 250 D-E; 7 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union, room 231-D;
7:30 p.m.
Elections Commission, Union, room 250
A·D; 7 :30 p.m.
Greek Week: Ballroom: 7:30 p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union, room 250-C: 7:30
p.m.
YAF; Theater; 7:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma PI: Councllltoom: 8 p.m.

EDUCATE
YOURSELF!
..

Learn what YOU
can do about the
over-population
pollution
and gross waste
in our environment!
""

New Mexico Lobo

StJ•nmerti•ne•••

and the

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505)
277-4102, 277·4202

• •

is easy!

Now year-round living and
dining at the College Inn.
Be good to yourself-and your pocketbook! Live at the College Inn this
summer and the coming semesters. It's
college living at its best. For here, we do
everything for you, except study. Here,
you'll enjoy heaping helpings of tfie
finest food on campus. Here, we'll
dust and clean and change the linen
for you. Moreover, there are laundry
facilities right on the premises. Dry
cleaning is picked up and delivered.
And here, you can have as much
or as little of the social whirl as you
want-when you want it. All this ...
now at low, low rates. Plus, by signing
up now for summer, you get first
choice of choice sites for the fall
semester. Do it today!

303AshNE
Phone 243·2881

The New Mexico Lobo Is
published daily every regul!ll' week
of the University Year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New MtlXico, and is
not flnancially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106, Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo.
N.othlng necessarily~ represents the
VIews of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

If you're tired
of your old tapes

Find these and other titles
at the

associated students bookstore
GROUND

FLOO~

NEW MEXICO UN;ION
277-2826

Exchange Them!
at

Exchange-A-Tape
435 San Mateo NE
look for the orange bldg.

e Five new 8 track tapes
FREE
with purchaSe of any
new tape deck
• New 8 track machine
as low as $42.50
· • New 8 track ·
and cassettes
$3.99 or 3 for $10.
256-7241

Apathy today may kill tomorrowl
ACT NOW I

•
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Ed Benavidez
Pl'esident
My decision to seek the office of
ASUNM president is based on a
dedication and commitment to secure equal rights and responsibilities for all students. As a
member of the Regents Committee on All University Governance
and the Committee on the· Rights
and Responsibilities of Faculty
and Students, I have been involved in working towards securing
for the students at UNM the best
role in all areas of policy making,
My involvement in many organization and committees on this
campus has provided me with a
valuable insight and perception
of student needs and interests.
It is necessary that the students begin to feel they are a
part of the University and that
they are not just a number for
computers to work with. It is
important that we begin to make
the University more persona~

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.
If you want the latest in
sportswear from New York.
You must visit Sutton Place
in the MALl.
10% Discountwith
student card.
Wyoming and Menaul

question!
Ever Wonder why your
friends are "Pleased as
Punch" after driving
30 miles south to Belen
to select their diamond
rings at
Trembly's Jewelry?
You Will Be Too!
You will also find out
why our slogan is
"Its Fun to Shop
at Trembly's"
Keepsake-Cherished
Orange Blossom
Starfire & Encore
.,
Diamonds

the student, To this I am proposing the establishment of departmental councils of majors so that
students can become involved in
planning their own curriculum
and also, the establishment of
student lounges in various areas
of the campus so that students
can have the opportunity to meet
with each other on a more personal basis. There is a great deal
Jacking in our advisement and
counseling systems on this campus. It is the responsibility of
ASUNM to begin to provide adequate advisement and counseling
for all students.
We must begin to respond to
the attacks on the Unive1·sity by
the legislature and the community. It is time that these people
get a truthful image of the University. The ASUNM president
is the student's ambassador and
he should be able to truthfully
represent them. I feel that my
involvement with the community
and my service as a VISTA volunteer will enable me to communicate with these people and
ably represent the students of
UNM.
The office of ASUNM president
is a demanding one. Students deserve more than empty campaign
rhetoric, My record will show my
commitment to the students at
UNM. I seek the office because I
feel that students deserve to. be
served. The time has come when
ASUNM can no longel' ignore its
constituents. It is for these reasons that I am seeking the office
of ASUNM president, and I ask
for your support and vote.

Leonard. Delayo
President
.

The continued destruction of
our University must be stopped.
New Mexico politicians have discovered a new cause with which
to gain votes. This cause is our
)destruction-the destruction of
student's rights and responsibilities. We have been aiding our
own destructon by dividing ourselves into special interest groups.
We .must re-unite our efforts;
bring conservatives together with

liberals for a united attack against those who seek our destruction. No longer can we simply defend ourselves, instead we
must take the offensive and prove
to the citi20ens of New Mexico
that Educational Freedom is an
American right.
We must unify ourselves into
a true union of students, not only
for protection, but also for progress. Projects such as all University governance and progressive
advisement will remain unaccomplished until ASUNM is united.
With a constituencey of 15,000
students and a budget of almost
a quarter of a million dollars
ASUNM is a potential power. As
a candidate for president I want
to make our power real.
We must activate our potential
while it is still ours to activate.
For years the legislature has
damned the student and the faculty has denied us of progress.
All university governance, progressive advisement and student
responsibility are not unique
ideas, but they are not a reality
becasue our influence is only potential. We must actively join together for progress.
My campaign is based not on
new ideas ·or dreams but on reality. We cannot expect to progress .
until ASUNM becomes a unified
union of students. Collectively
progress is ours and no longer
will 140 legislators be able to
damn 15,000 students and their
University.

Eric Nelson
President
UNM has the second highest
undergraduate dropout rate in
the nation. Is it because of the
demanding course work? The brilliant, challenging lectures ? I'd
like to use the space to suggest
some other solutions to this puzzle.
For the student at UNM, life is
one institutional embarrassment
after another. He goes through
registration procedures likened to
Army induction, he suffers from
overcrowded and seldom-offered
classes, or professors whose lee-

Experience the Grandeur of

EAST AFRICA
Join the

Photo Safari Holiday
guided by Dr. Dale Zimmerman (WNMU)
June 9-30, 1970
limited to 30 participants
(a $100 deposit will hold
your reservation) .

•

Total cost $1,531.00 from New York and return. Your
experienced guide will lead you and your camera on a
unique vacation adventure through the world's most
spectacular wild life areas. No camping: All lodging in
comfortable modern Safari lodges. Write for details.

TREMBLY'S
~~
208 S. Main 864-8632

Please indicate if you are interested in accreditation.

Belen, New Mexico
Serving New Mexico
since 1947
% Block South of
the second stoplight
on your left

1516 San Pedro NE Albuq., N.l\1. 87110

Ph. 265·9516
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tures have the style, liumor, and federal elections, federal grants
relevance of an outdated almanac. for students projects, minority
The stuednts' library facil\ties student recruitment and aid, unal'C one-half the· size they should dergraquate research fund, and
be for a 14,000 member student bigger student voice on important
body, with c h e c k- out and committees and in curriculum de"search- and siezure" procedures cisions.
so time consuming or so infuriatFrank Lihn
ing as to make· Zimmerman's
Vice President
meager facilities useleas to them.
Also, faculty members check out
A new direction is needed. This
books with no return date, many direction must be sought through
year's lost book searches reveal- a redefinition and reorganization
ed that some books had not yet of student government, resulting·
been returned that were checked in a consolidation of student powout to faculty back in 1936.
er, and an improvement in set·Studants, however, pay 25 cents VICeS.
per day for overdue books (tops
Each year we are confronted
is $6) plus $10 for losing the witn many of the same problems.
book-any book, from an ail· pol- It is about time that we do somelution pamphlet to the Complete thing about them,
Illustrated Works of William
The library's antiquated sysShakespeare-total fine $16.
tem of checking out books and
Another annoyance for stu- periodicals be revamped. Some
dents is the Jack of a "closed people have had library materials
week" before finals. At UNM stu- for several years without penalty.
dents go to classes right up till
Room rentals and forced usage
the day of their exam-frantic- of Union Food Services for meetally reading and re-reading old ings needs to be studied and
and current assignments. Final- changed.
ly, students stumble into mass
The Health Service facilities
exams up-tight, exhausted from must be expanded to include instaying up nights in a row.
formation on birth control, drugs,
The list is endless. Indignities, pregnancy, and psychiatric sersuch as restricted parking Jots vices.
and prejudiced faculty, are coupThe food services in the dormled with outright exploitation, itories is an ever-present prob:!'r-em poor dorm food to exorbi- lem that we must come to grips
tant booksto1·e prices. Students with.
have no say in such crucial areas
A board of review is needed to
as faculty hiring and campus
study the vast number of complanning. ·
mittees in Senate and in the stuMy platform centers on the
dent government structure. There
creation of a student union (in
is a needed to streamline these
the "labor union" sense of the committees and to make them
word) under the office of ASUNM functional.
President for the purpose of orAs the vice president I will
ganizing students to boycott and
make sure that the Senate funcstrike for these very grievances. tions as it is supposed to, to inRemember to vote Friday for sure the maximum use of the
Eric and the Coalition.
Jlower that is available to us. I
Let the sunshine in!
will attempt to consolidate the
powers within the student govJohn Heide
ernment structure and to utilize
these powers to attain improved
Vice President
services and greater understandMy platform is as follows:
ing with the faculty.
(1) One powerful Senate Action Committee to take the place
John Me Guffin
of the countless single-project
Vice President
committees that never accomA
year
ago I campaigned for
plish anything,
Senate
on
the platform of stu(2) No more "crybaby" type
dent rights. The April 17, 1969
Senate resolutions. A Senate resissue of the Lobo quoted me as
olution should be a promise to
saying that I found it necessary
fight with all available resources
to fight for the rights of the stufor a worthy goal which has a
dent in the academic community
realistic chance of being acheved.
in an effort to maintain a sem(3) A formal setting of priorblance of the system of checks
ities for spending of student
and balances. Then in August,
funds. Let everyone know \vhat
1969 I introduced the concept of
kinds of projects can expect
the All-University Constitution
ASUNM funds before large ato the Regents, the administramounts of time and effort are
tion and the facul~y through the
spent.
Committee on the University. The
(4) Streamlined Senate and
All-University Governance Comcommittee meeeting procedures
mittee is the result of that effort.
to make meetings comprehensible
I run, now, for the office of
to students and to assure everyASUNM vice president to impleone a chance to be heard,
ment that program which I began
(5) All the vice president's
last August. The All-University
salary will be spent on promoting
Constitution must be ratified bestudent government to students-fore students can realize an equal
advertising ASUNM programs,
standing on this University. I
publishing Senate agendas, nopledge that this will be done by
tices of committee meetings, and
lUay, 1971.
openings for committee appointThe second plank of my platments and incentives to attend
form is the improvement in inmeetings.
struction at the University.
(6) A Senate representative
Placement of students on the
at any student meeting where
faculty Freedom and Tenure
one is requested to explain
Committee could begin this proASUNM policies and assist in
gram by making tenure be degetting ASUNM funding,
pendent Upon the quality of an
(7) Vice presidential opinion
instructor's teaching ability,
polls on important issues-results
which is certainly not included in
for Senate guidance,
the criterion for faculty tenure at
. (8) Free period during the day
the moment,
for student activities, pressure
The third plank or my platform
for all-University constitution
is the orderly conduct of future
and judiciary now, organize
Senate meetings. I certainly enUNM voters in the state and
dorce the free expression of
ideals and opinions but, since
Senate proceedings are defined by
Sturgs' Rules of Order, I intend
(Continued on page 5)

.

(Continued from page 4)
to see that the meetings are orderly. Confrontation is often
necessary to clarify conflicting
points of view, but intimidation is
· never expedient ,and will not be
tolerated. I plan to enforce order
with as minimal an effo:!'t as is
necessary in any situation, but I
will see order.
These are my major points and
I feel they are indicative of my
awareness of the problems and

ENMU Editor
Requests Funds
The editor of the Eastern New
Mexico University (ENMU)
Chase, Ernie Sanchez, Sunday
asked the New Mexico Associated
Press Managing Editors Assn.
(NMAPME) for money to pay
legal expenses incurred in his
suit against the ENMU Regents.
Sanchez filed suit in district
court last month to force the regents to release a memorandum
listing faculty salaries. The Regents refused to show Sanchez
the list.
Sanchez told the NMAPME
court cost have been $500 to date,
but he expected the total to rise
to $1000.
lie accused the Regents of using "delaying legal tactics."
"They hope we will either lose
interest, run out of money, or
graduate," Sanchez said.
The district court ruled in
Sanchez's favor, terming the salary memorandum cleary public
record as defined by state law.
The Regent's contested the decision and appealed to the New
Mexico Supreme Court. A hearing is set on the appeal April 29.
The NMAPME will seek funds
from the New Mexico Press Association for Sanchez's court
costs.

II

Briefs

II

Fiesta Planning
The Fiesta Committee will
meet tonight at 7:30 in room 231B of the Union. Persons interested in helping with the rodeo and
the inter-cultural bazaar are invited to attend.

Spanish Film
Fernando Sartorius, counselor
for cultural affairs of the Spanish Embassy in Washington, will
speak April 27 from 3 to 5 p.tn.,
in the north lounge of the Union
Ballroom. He will also show a
film, "The Challenge of Our
Times," at 8 p.m. in the Union
Theater. The fi-lm was produced
by the Ministry of Education and
Science in Spain.

Vocal Recital
Anne Jameson 'viii present her
junior recital Friday at 8:15 p.m.
in the Recital Hall.
The soprano will sing works by
Bach, Stravinsky, Schubert,
Faure; Ravel, and Milhaud in the
free public presentation.
She will be accompanied on the
piano and orgnn by Lois McLeod.

my interest in their solution.
We are moving toward a new
concept of a university and it is
about time. Students will have to
initiate it, establish it and control it, for if we do not care
about the quality of our own Uni·
versity, who will care?

Steve Terry
Vice President
I would like to see a student
government which represents
every individual on campus equally, A student government's goals
must be diversified simply because a· student body is made up
of individuals with different interests. ASUNM must never Jose
sight of the fact that it must be
relevant to you. If your student
ru:>vernment means nothing to
you, every one of you, then it is
not getting the job done. I resolve, as vice president, to get
that job done.
Do I have the experience to
g·et the job done? I believe I do.
My positions in student govemment include former treasurer,
former ASUNM representative to
GSA, former member of GSA
cabinet, and a member of student
Senate, ASUNM Finance Committee, and Student Publications
Board.

How can I make student government meaningful to you? This
can be accomplished by the following: (1) UNM must have an
all-University governance docu"
ment defining the particular roles
of the students, faculty, and administration, I resolve to work
for increased student representation of all student, faculty, and
administrative committees. Including in particular, the Faculty
Policy Committee and the Board
o.f Regents.
(2) A reorganiaztion and reevaluation of ASUNM's. present
budgeting process is urgently
needed for next year. Student
Senate's only real power is in
allocating and budgeting money
for its programs. As a result, we
must find out exactly how much
if any, you are utilizing thes~
programs.
(3) The initiation of a preregistration system at the University is also needed. Registration is a burden on all of us. Preregistration would ease that burden.'··
I want to reiterate my desire
for a student government relevant to every individual on this
campus. As ASUNM vice president, I resolve to fulfill this
pledge,

Burros red or green

Tacos ............ 27¢

Tamales .......... 29¢

Tostadas .......... 27¢

with bean . . . . . . . 24¢

Frijojles

.......... 27¢

with meat . . . . . . . 48¢

Chiliburgers ....... 27¢

combination . . . . . 48¢

Enchiladas

I

meat or cheese

27¢
2 for 43¢
'

Open Monday thru Friday

Combination Plate . . 87¢

u

to

u,

Saturday 11 to 9:30, Sunday ll to 10, 1830 Lomaa Blvd. N.l.

Graduate Party

Local Singer Lewie Wickham
will entertain at a GSA party
Friday evening at the Leesure
Acres Club House.

Please help.
All of us hate to see empty cans and bottles lousing
up what's left of a beautiful country.
It's too bad packaging technology today isn't
as exotic and convenient as the gimmicks and
gadgets on the TV thrill shows; like you, we'd like
nothing better than for every empty can and
bottle to self-destruct. Someday, soon, things will
be different, though ... because we and a lot of
other concerned. people are all working on the
problem in earnest.
Meantime, there is a foolproof way to keep cans
and bottles from cluttering up the countryside,
and you can do your part:
Please don't throw them there in the first place.

BuDWEISER®
KING OF BEERS®

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.
Bowl of Chili ....... 29¢
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Candidates Give Statements

President, VP Aspirants Give Views
(Editor'g, Note: Shown below
are statements of presidential
and vice-pr·esidential candidates
in the April 24 election. Statements are in alphabetical order
and do not necessarily represent
the views of The Lobo, the Associated Students, or UNM.)
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ST. LOUIS • NeW ARK
LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON
COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE
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HR Contest Added
To Lobo-Bum Tilt

The Lo~o baseball team, will go 'enter one. representative' in the
"big-time" next Wednesday night. home run bitting contest. Each
Coach Bob Leigh's collegians contestant in the contest will have
will clash with the Albuquerque his pitches delivered · from a
Dodgers of the Class AA Texas pitching machine which
League at the Sports Stadium. guarantees good pitches, The
Game time is 7 :45 p.m. and UNM baseballs used in the contest will
students will be admitted for 50 not be ordinary ones.
Instead, they will be "X-5"
cents. Advance tickets are now on
baseballs. The jackrabbit b11lls
sale in Johnson Gym.
Depending on the turnout this were used by the major leagues in
year, UNM and the Dodgers hope spring training this year but their
to make the game an annual use was finally halted when
event. Albuquerque, a farm club infielders were nearly killed by
of the Los Angeles Dodgers, is the lively balls.
The rules fpr the homerun
giving all gate receipts to the UNM
hitting
contest are as follows:
athletic fund.
Each
contestant
must be a
A UNM student's admission fee
student,
and must
full-time
UNM
of 50 cents entitles him (or her)
to more than a first-class baseball be sponsored by a UNM
organization (fraternity,
game.
Any UNM organization dormitory house). There is a limit
one entry for each
(fraternity, dormitory house) may of
organizations, and the contestant
must be a bonafide member of the
_group,
All entry blanks with the name
THE COLLEGE PLAN
of the contestant and · the
sponsoring organization must be
for
submitted to Coach Bob Leigh's
THE COLLEGE MAN
office in Johnson Gym by noon,
Tuesday, April 28.

lOETURNEY
2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265·6631

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co. ·

Games. Work Day Planned

Gjeek. Week. Begins Standards Hearing ...

Ken Ross

motorcycles

Sales • Service • Parts ·
BSA-JAWA-Bridg..tone
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
PENTON
8206 Lamas Blvd NE
256-9444

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. C(}mbined
Experience
Free Estimates

265-5901
333 Wyo~ing N.E.

Jay Morrison

the job tougher, but again the
Lobos will have greater experience
than in past years in this
department.
Two regulars who played
alongside Shaw will take defensive
secondary assignment again next
fall-Kenny Ross and Jay
Morrison, both safeties.
"Kenny has played better this
spring than at any time last fall,
but he recently sustained a knee
injury, and had to undergo an
operation to correct it," Feldman
commented. Ross is definitely out
of action for the remainder of
spring training, and will not be
able to compete in the May 2
Alumni-Varsity football game
scheduled for 2 p.m. at University
Stadium.
Feldman mentioned that
Morrison gained the WAC
All-Conference honor last fall and
intercepted nine passes. Morrison
joined Ross in the injury column,
having sustained a hand fracture,
which also required surgery.
Morrison will be out for the
remainder of spring drills.
Other returnees from the safety
department will be AI Sevilla, Bob

ANNOUNCES A SUPER
CO~OSSAL Bl<? DEAL!/

AFREE COKE WITH
ANY ORDt:R !JJ~~""if/•
'820 MENAUL JLVD-1 H.~.

Hi Performance
Parts Center
everyone's choice for
street and strip

distributors of the most complete line of
automotive products for the best performance at the track or around town.

Gaines, and Drew Fuller. Up from
the freshmen ranks will be Chris
Peterson and Dan Spriggs.
In the corners, Ernest Mallory
is the only returner with much
experience. Mallory did not play
during the spring drills last year
because he was a junior college
transfer. Mallory and Shaw held
down the corner positions most of
last season. But Bruce Markham
and Stan Moseley did get in for
some action during the 1969
campaign. Both Markham and
Moseley are returning.
Feldman me11tioned that two
frosh will be competing for the
corner slots this spring. They are
Donald Dungan and Jack Conners.
Dungan is from the 1968·69
Artesia, N.M. state champion
teams. "We fl!el that both of them
are outstanding young prospects,
who have created competitive
situations so far this spring," he
said.
New Mexico runs basically a
four man secondary, with two
cornerbacks and two safeties.
With this secondary scheme at
least one man will be able to rove
under certain conditions, meaning
that he will be able to pick up
extra receivers if the occasion calls
for him. This man is called the
"free safety."

Fleck Will Accept Rotary Post
GALLUP (UPI)-Dr. Martin
W. Fleck, Albuquerque, a UNM
biologist, Saturday was voted
district governor-elect of the Rotary International district which
includes New Mexico and part of
West Texas.
Fleck, who will retire in June

Square Dancers

Two members of the Lobo's
WAC championship gymnastics
team will be entered in the United
States Gymnastics Federation
National Championships (USGF)
this week in Las Vegas, Nev.
Head coach Rusty Mitchell said
he will enter Dave Repp, the WAC
All-Around champion, and
Stormy Eaton, the defending
USGF trampoline champion in
the three-day championships,
Repp, a freshman from Ambridge,
Pa., scored 98.05 in the
conference championships with
his best score a 9,15 on the still
rings.
The two will leave for the meet
today.
Eaton was the WAC's free
exercise champion and finished
second in NCAA trampoline
championships three weeks ago,
The following week Eaton became
the 1970 junior national AAU
trampoline champion in a meet
held in Houston, Tex.
Last season Eaton won the
USGF trampoline championship
with a 9.05 average.
·,'
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Cycle Center

We're remodeling!
Cleaner bathrooms at ••.

415WyomingNE
Authorized Dealer
Norton, Ducati
Montesa, Hodoka
Sales-Service·Parts

Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.

Noon Ill Mldnile

Only $1.50
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"DAZZLING! A VIVID
EXPERIENCE, THRILLING!
A CLIFFHANGER IN SPACE!"

I!

-LA, TIMES
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GREGORY PECK
RICH~~RD CRENNA ... DAVID
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: J'ournalhlm Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time r1XIl. U ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mall.
run five or more eonBectttivc days. 'With
no changes the rate Is reduced to l>c
Classified Advertising
per word nnd the minimum number o!
llNM P.O. Box 20
worda to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: PQment mWit be made in full prior to llll!ertion of advertisement.
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PERSONALS

GWEN HEDGES, If you don't wo.nt to
come home, call. We Jove you I 4/27
WANTED: Tenn-resenrch paper on eaPltal punishment. Nnmc price. 242-9343.
4/24
AitTISTS: Bring in your photographs,
drawings, vaintinga, nnd Ut.ho.Krnvhs for
lncllllllon In the Spring, 1970 Thunderbird. Rm. 158 or rm. 206 Journalism
.Bldg.
WRITERS: Tbe Thunderbird is etiU nc•
ceptlng conll"lbutlofl~ uf storlm, vo~try,
essays, and reviews. Rm. 158 or rm. 205
Journnllsm Bldg.
FEMALE roommate wanleil two bedroom
apartment ncnr UNlll:. Call 265-0764.
4/20
SENIOR-De sure to have YOur class pic•
ture taken !or the Mirage. No chargethree POBes(, three prinbl. Plctores taken
at UN:M P oto Service. Cnll 277-5743 to
sohedule.

2)

LOST & FOUND

BORG-WARNER e CYCLONE HEADERS

FOUND: Male Alrctlnle Terrier ncnr Lnw

DELCO SHOCKS AND BAnERIES

inquire about our
student discount
7415 Me11aul NE

10¢ BEER
296·7800

every Wed, U PM
Central At Unlv•ralty

School Wednesday. White with black

markings. Collar nud leMh. Compus:

2631, evenings: 344-4602. 4/17
REWARD: Heavy blue sleePing bnl! and
ratlfo, disnppcnrcd from _car. No qucatiollJ! naked. 264-9194. 4/21
RE SUitE to check the Loot & Found
service Ill the lobby of the SUB !or
your Joet Item..
LOSE SOMETHING 1 To find it, tty
Lobo Clnselned Ads.

3)

SERVICES

TYP:ING-!enn papen, theses, cte. CaU
Mft!. Kinkade, 898-8400, 4/24

.
-;

week

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

242-GGU. 4/24

OKIE'S

th

Feature at 7:00 & 9:30 Children's Prices at All Shows

HURST e MICKEY THOMPSON e SEGAL

TRW e SCHIEFER e AIRLIFT

berg, who was the last of the who were the senator's main proprosecution's eight witnesses, had tagonists. "Everything else was
told the committee that Cooper, minor" compared to them.
Orzen, and Flowers had "persistWineberg had originally testied in making a noise level" which fled before the committee last
made it impossible to hear Friday when Standards was
Thurmond.
meeting in closed session with
Wineberg also said that in his the defense absent. Yesterday's
judgment Schowers had "handled hearings consisted primarily of
the !lituation very well under the the defense listening to his origcircumstances."
hal testimony on tape and then
He also testified that a "group cross examining him.
of young women who were genThe other nine defense witerally obscene" had also played nesses to appear yesterday all
a part in the heckling of the sen- told the committee, in effect that
ator. "They were shouting such they had had no trouble he~ring
things as 'fuck off,' 'motherfuck- Thurmond and that it was Schower,' generally in chorus," but it ers' actions which had caused the
:was Cooper, Orzen and Flowers_senator's speech to be cancelled.

·suTTON.
PLACEl INC.
Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.

THE GREEK BOY
($25 complete)

The Wagon Wheel Square
Dance Club will meet tomorrow
at 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym, room
184. All interested persons are
invited.

l

Repp and Eaton
Represent UNM
In USGF Meet

as professor of biology at UNM,
recently accepted a position as an
environmental consultant for the
Public Service Co. of New Mexico. He served as president of the
Albuquerque Club in 1967-68.
He .will assume the new Rotary
post July l, 1971.

(Continued from page 1)
think a racist motherfucker deserves all the niceties."
Flowers also testified that had
Thurmond wished to he could
have continued despite the noise
from the audience, but that
Schowers "started to get uptight" and stoppi!d him. He added
later he bad no trouble hearing
Thurmond.
Replying to another question
about Schowers' handljng of the
situation and whether or not
Schowers should have allowed to
let Thurmond continue, Flowers
answered "when you're a little
pig and have a little pig's mentality you are not going to venture from what the big pig tells
you." He had earlier said
Thurmond was part of the ''pig
power structure."
_ Earlier in the day, Nate Wine-

See the newest wig in town

LOST, RING. Mens room, Fine Arb! on
4/14. Plense cull 242-1062. Reward.
LOST: while gold diamond watch. 4/16/70
Johnson Gym Playing Fields. Reward.

HOLLEY e EDELBROCK e CRANE CAMS

t, '

';l11e 14th annual Greek Week will compete at events like Leap
us1_ng the theme "COnscious a:nJ Frog, Tug-of-War and Mud-Wal\foncefll:~". ~11. be April 22·26. low.
'
·
. Act1V1t1es wJll mclude the tradWork Day, Saturday, will bring
tlonal slave sale, the Greek together fraternity men and sorority women in a clean up project
games, and .work day.
Stunt mght, scheduled for for the city of Albuquerque.
Wedn~ay .at 7:80 p.m. is an
Points are being given to each
event. m wh1ch each house teams house on the basis of participation
UI? With a.nother to put on a 10- and competition. The house colmmute sk1t,
lecting the most points at the end
The Slave Sale will be held on of the week will win the particiThursday, at 4 p.m. on the Sigma pation trophy to be presented at
Chi lawn, . with e~h fraternity the Awards Banquet, planned :for
and soror1ty puttmg up two Sunday at 5:80p.m., in the Union
slaves to be auctioned off to the Ballroom All awards a:nd trohighest bidder. The same day an phies wiil be presented at that
exchange dinner is planned and time.
Delivering the keynote speech
each chapter will play host to
gues~s from other houses.
for the banquet will be former
I
Friday, at 8:80 p.m. the greek City Gonunission Chairman Pete
games will be held at the intra- Domenici who is also a candidate
mural fields, in which each house for gove~nor.

Veferan Pass Defense
HOmpered By Injuries

Foreign Car
Specialist•

..
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4)

FOR RENT

SUB-LEASE

June-A~t

one bedroom

furnished. $66/mo. Near UNM. 2434025. 4/24

5)

FORSALE

1968 SUZUKI 805 6 opeed, very fast.
Only $450. 242-9297. 4/27
ROT YOUR EARS-listen to KUNM
with this deluxe AM-FM table radio
with wooden case. This mnchinc hn.a no
bnd vibrations nnd hns just viaileil the
repnlr ahop for a opring tuneup (receipt Included). 116 B Harvard SE a!ter 4 p.m. Cost, $21--dtC&p, 4/26
1959 FORD GALAXY 600 $200. Good condition, many options. 277•4863. 4/24
GJ!ADll'ATING AIR FORCE ROTC: Air
Force MC88 Dl"'(SB Unilorm. Two coats

39R; one prur pants 32-30; shirt and all
extras but bat. Worn only four times.
$60. Cnll Dave 298-6220. 4/22
HIMALAYAN KITTENS. Shots and
papers. Cnll 242-1692 nftcr six, 4/22
lOGS Red VW Sedan. Excellent eondltlon,
$1475. Dial 344-4264. 4/17

6)

EMPLOYMENT

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Pnrt or full
time. Couples preferred. Meetings Tuesdays nnd Thursdnyg. 7:30 p.m. 3433
Purdue Pl. NE. 266-5232. ,1/23
HELP WANTED: Lucrative opportunity
fo" enthusiastic students. CaD 268·6300
nrtcr 6 p.m. 4/21
GIRLS WANTED, full nnd part time.
Nigl1t worlc uikinl!' pictures for photo
service. Interesting work and good pay.
Call 344-8666 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. 4/22

. 7)

MISCELLANEOUS

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 flrat ll'l!8oll, $14
hr. a!te1•. Uc MilSon, 268-4680. 4/16
MARRIED STUDENTS HOSPITAl. IN•
SURANOE. Up to $400 for maternlt)'.
For Information phone 242-1217. 4/24.

Tonight at 7:45-9:45
Continuous Sat. and Sun. from 1:30

-

LOBO.
265-4759

'

.._,,,,
~

:Editorials

Lobo Endorses DeLayo, Lihn
The Lobo endorses Leonard DeLayo for
ASUNM president, and Frank Lihn for
ASUNM vice president.
After deliberation and interviews with
the three candidates for the presidency,
DeLayo was endorsed by a majority of the
four~member advisory board making the
selection.
Both Eddie Benavidez and DeLayo have
shown a knowledge of ASUNM, but The
Lobo feels DeLayo's longer experience with~
in ASUNM better qualifies him for the posi~
tion of president. The Lobo also feels that
it will become increasingly clear as the year
progresses that the ASUNM president must
be able to back present policy strongly. We
feel DeLayo will stand up for the Univer~
sity and the free forum it represents.
We also feel DeLayo has a realistic atti~
tude toward all~University governance, and
that he will do everything within his power
to make a theory fact.
DeLayo has shown himself to be an
astute politician, and we feel he can handle
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MEXICO

SARAH
LAIDLAW.
DON BURGE. "·
.
the many facets of ASUNM. We also think
Editor
he will give deep thought and consideration
Managing Editor ~
to the decisions he must make, and will put
It
competent, qualified people in ASUNM poBox 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
., .. ~
sitions. ·
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
The Lobo endorses Lihn for the vice pres~
Wednesday, April 22, 1970
idency because of his experience and out- Vol, 73, No. 123
standing record. Lihn has the strength of
character to make a good president of
Senate.
Lihn has also proven himself to be aware
of activities outside the University community. This awareness will help him in
making appointments to ASUNM committees, and will help him make qualified de~
cisions while the Senate is in session.
The Lobo would like to urge that the
For a month after I gave Academic Rentals a bad time
other candidates in this race, should they
over
their renting and upkeep policies ,students told me
lose, not drop out of student government activities. ASUNM, ·and the University, needs about their complaints against Academic Rentals and sevaware, active members who will work to- eral other landlords and realtors. I stressed that more could
ward the University's preservation and bet- be done about the situation if tenants would file official
complaints with the Better Business Bureau or with .an
terment.
Sarah Laidlaw attol'lley. No results. At last I have a documented complamt
which I will run with pleasure. Would the rest of you do
something as official after reading this? Maybe between us
we can get some of these tactics out of the University area,
at least.
·
Late in March, a tenant sent this letter to Berger Briggs
and Co., P.O. Drawer K, Albuquerque.
"Enclosed is a letter I intend to send to the
We would like to take this opportunity to
Better Business Bureau as well as to the UNM
student newspaper, which is offering its services to
urge passage of the ASUNM budget as pro~
posed. It goes up for final faticiation before
deter such acts of financial injustice.
"I feel that five dollars would have been more
Senate tonight. This is possibly the best
budget presented by Senate in many years,
than adequate to bring this dwelling to a level of
and while many people will be upset because
cleanliness comparable to what it was when I
their particular project was cut in funding,
moved in. If r receive a reply and refund amount.
everyone is adequately represented by the ·
ing to $9, I will refrain from lodging my com~
allocations.
plaint."
ASUNM President Ron Curry has instiThe tenant sent this letter to me some three weeks after
tuted a new area of funding: Education. writing the above letter. At this time he charged that he
This area embodies all scholarships and new had gotton no satisfaction from Berget· Briggs.
programs. The Drop-In Center, minority
Below is the letter sent to the Better Business Bureau:
group studies, and other educational proj~
"I wish to register a formal complaint for what
ects instituted by ASUNM this year are
I consider undue charges for 'genc!':!ral cleaning' of
continued through this budget. ASUNM
an apartment which I recently vacated. The agency
and the University can ill-afford to lose such
I refer to is Berger·Briggs & Co. . . . I strongly
important new projects.
·
feel that $14 for general cleaning is a gross over~
The Graduate Student Association
charge, since I left the apat·tment in a condition
comparable to what it was when I moved in. Your
(GSA) and ASUNM have, through this
budget, finally reached an equitable so]u.
assistance in this matter would be greatly appreciated."
tion to the fund splitting necessary with
two student governments. The budget rep.
Well folks, there's one for Berger Briggs. Let's give some
resents graduate student funding for some of the other swell landlords some favorable publicity too.
* * *
of the most important projects at the University, and shows the GSA-ASUNM co~ . Strange things have been going on at the University and
operation that has been a keynote since The Lobo admits it can't cover everything. What ever this
Sarah Laidlaw was or is, it happened here last week. We have stolen this
GSA's institution.
from the Albuquerque Tribune. The UMIVERSITY OF Nw
Mevco Yng Aeicans fr Fredom wil hold ameetingat 7 :0 p.m.
The Middle East Thing With Them-Pass Them yundayin Rom 250A V 0 F THEstudem Unim BuiiNG. Te
meeting was called to discuss plans fro an an environmental
seminar and student
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The Lobo Editorial Advisory Boa1·d asked
the candidates why all-University govem~
ance reform is necessary, and how it can
be implemented; whether ASUNM should
follow a cooperation policy or non-cooperation policy with the Legislative Universities
Study Committee, and why; what Senate
committee they would like to serve on
(Senate Finance Committee is going to be
flooded if everyone has their way); why·
The Lobo should endorse them for Senate,
and what types of legislation they would
introduce if elected.
All the candidates showed an awareness
of University and ASUNM affairs, and an
awareness of the world outside the University. Our questions were posed not so much
as a test of their opinions, as we feel a good
student cross-section is needed on Senate,
but rather as a test of awareness of problems facing the University.

'Well, Senator, We Could. Immediately Settle
Out To Both Sides.. .'

(;)~~~()Jll~lt

Cooper Slugged by Angry Opponent
By DON BURGE
The Student Standards
Committee hearing for Allen
Cooper and Bill Orzen broke up in
pandemonium again last night
when Cooper was knocked
unconscious by a disgruntled
member of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity, Steve Stillman, who
had become angered over
testimony Orzen was giving to the
committee,
Standards had just gone into a
short recess in order to change the
tape on their recorder and Cooper
was standing in the hall talking to
his wife, Marsha, when Stillman
hit him from the side. Cooper
apparently never saw the punch
coming.
Stillman had earlier come close
to getting into a fight with Orzen
in the middle of the latter's
testimony. (Ironically, Cooper
had been a pledge in the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity for a short period
of time when he first came to
UNM.)
Orzen had been explaining to
the committee that a man who
had identified himself on the
night of the Strom Thurmond

,. tii4Kf /w~V;y

inc;!ident as a rabbi was not in fact
one, and that "if he ever identifies
himself to me like that again I will
punch him in the mouth."
At that moment Stillman yelled
out "talk is cheap" and Orzen
leapt from the witness chair. That
incident was never allowed to
reach the explosive point,
however, since Orzen was
restrained on the advice of his
counsel, Charles Driscoll, that
Stillman wasn't "worth it."
Other members of the
audience, on both sides, who were
ready to pick up the gauntlet were
physically restrained by their
friends from engaging in anything
more than shouting matches.
Both Cooper and his wife said
they would file assault charges
against Stillman. There was no
immediate comment from
University officials whether they
would take action in the case
within University channels
although Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
said he might have a statement on
it later today.
The hearing had been expected
to end last night before the

Polls Set for Vote
Polling places for Friday's ASUNM elections will
be the Union, Hokona Hall, Coronado Hall, the
Navy ROTC building, La Posada Commons, the
architecture building, and the engineering complex.
Four voting machines will be available in the
Union, and one poll at each of the other facilities.
Students will elect the ASUNM president and
vice president, an NSA coordinator, and 10
senators.
Students will also vote on next year's ASUNM
budget recommendation amendments to the
ASUNM constitution giving GSA representation on
ASUNM executive committees, and three
referendum questions.
Members of ASUNM or graduate students
carrying 12 hours or more are eligible to vote in
the elections. Students must present ID's at the
polling places to vote. Polls will be open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.

* * ..

It's not all that much fun to write a bum check because
eventually you have to pay a fine at your bank and in most
cases at the business where you cashed it in the first place.
This can cost you from $6 to $10, but this is the penalty for
being careless in your accounting. University Drugs, has
come up with an efficient system to get rid of it all.
First off, if you write a check for cash they take some of
it back for handling and shipping or something like that.
Secondly, if your check bounces, though you may be Mr.
Rexall yourself, they send it directly to a collection agency.
This results in such as the following. A Lobo staffer cashed
a check for $2 when she thought she had sufficient funds
to cover it. Next comes a note in t.he mail demanding she
pay $26 to the collection people. The student had not been
notified personally beforehand that her check had bounced
though the clerk who accepted the check knows her by
name. This is all perfectly legal and though it might not
be very ethical it sure does cut down on dirty transient
hippies' cashing checks there. ·

* * *

CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
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Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Holly Beckley, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey,
Sandy Schauer, Pam Burgenheim
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Fronk
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padflla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake
Jean lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Lin Morgan

STAFF

To the Editot:
It is obvious that Grant Hatvey can keep smil.
ing; inasmuch as his relationship with Dr. Walker
is either mythical or non-medical. Any doctor deserves to smile after he has diagnosed a girl's
pulled muscle as labor pains. This is only one outstanding example of the good witch·doctor's sense
of humor?
Let us all hope, that in Grant's next smiling
visit to Dr. Walker, he will obtain a prescription
for B.C. pills to prevent unwanted pregnancy.
Sincerely;
Katherine Eaton
Dear Katherine:
Too late, my sweet. I talked with the good doctor during
my sophomore year and I haven't gotten pregnant since.
Grant Harvey

___:_·'_:·_, ____.:. ;·,_____________....;,.•.iiliii--iiliii-iiliii---------.!"~*.ol.A···
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Standards Erupts Again

Lobo Recommends 10

The Lobo endorses the following people
for ASUNM Senate: Richard Apodaca, Brad
Eisenbrey, Jack Huntsman, David Loy,
Louis Mascarenas, Tim Russell, Roger Ru~
valo, Kerry Sullivan, Jeff Taylor, and Ross
·
Wirth.

Thursday, April 23, 1970
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. Earth Day

600 Chicano supporters turned
out for yesterday's march through
the SW Valley to protest
environmental pollution.

slugging incident occurred.
However, committee Chairman
Robert Milne, after consultation
with other members of Standards
and on the advice of several
University officials, . decided to
recess the hearings until 9 this
morning "in order to let things
cool down a bit."
Throughout ·yesterday
afternoon and evening the defense
presented 10 witnesses, including
both Cooper and Orzen. They had
also presented 10 witnesses on
Tuesday.
Both Cooper and Orzen told
the committee that, in Cooper's
words, "the only question that
could be asked that evening
(March4)-had to be asked that
evening-was about Lamar, S.C."
Cooper and Orzen have both
been charged with "disrupting the
educational function" in
connection with their demanding
answers about the actions of
white citizens in Lamar from Sen.
Thurmond last March 4 before he
could give his speech. (On March
3 a group of whites in Lamar had
overturned a school bus loaded
with black school children.)
Thurmond had been invited to
campus by the Speakers
Committee as part of the 1969-70
speakers series. Speakers
Committee policy is to allow
approximately 30 minutes for the
speaker to talk and then to
provide a 30-minute
question-answer period at the
conclusion of the talk.
The majority of both Cooper's
and Orzen's testimony centered
around ·their backgrounds with
both telling the committee they
had come from essentially
conservative families.
Cooper related that he had at
one time been an altar boy and at
the time when he first entered
UNM (1959) had been a "latent
facist." He added that he attended
UNM for two years and then had
worked in Venezuela and in the
civil rights drive for seven years
before returning in 1968.
Speaking about his involvement
with civil rights, Cooper said when
11(! returned from Venezuela in
1963 (where he had been working
with Accion, a Peace Corps type
project) that he went to
Washington, D.C. where he first
became "really acquainted" with

I
Confrontation

Steve Stillman, upper left·han<i'
corner, last night stopped the
hearings when he knocked Allen
Cooper out. Bill Orzen, shown
below, was testifying at the time.

the aspirations of black
In between getting his B.A. and
Americans,
coming to UNM as a teaching
It was in Washington, D.C., he assistant in the sociology
said, that he first learned about department, Orzen said, he had
police brutality and shortly worked in the New York City
afterwards "I joined a march with welfare and housing departments.
a bunch of people .. , who were He added that he left both jobs
marching through the South to "because I was becoming a racist.
catch a boat to Havana in an
". , .. I realized that I was
effort to normalize relations treating people because of the
between this country and co lor of their skin" and not
Cuba , .. I had intended to join· simply as human beings.
the march for three days ... It
Both defendants told the
(his work in the civil rights
committee
on cross-examination
movement) lasted for 18
that
while
they "hoped"·
months."
Thurmond
would
answer the
During that time, Cooper told
question
about
Lamar,
they did
the committee, he had been jailed
not
really
expect
him
to.
several times on civil rights
charges and had finally been However, they said, assuming the
beaten severely enough to "lose situation was the same as it was
-on March 4, they would
half a kidney."
Orzen testified that he had "probably" not hesitate to act in
moved several times as a boy and, the same manner.
when "my father died one month
When the hearing ended last
before my seventh birthday," he night Orzen was being
moved from California to New cross-examined. He was expected
York whete he attended a Jewish to return to the stand again. this
grade school. Ftom that point he morning for the completion of the
related having attended a secular prosecution's questions and
high school and several colleges questions from the committee
before coming to UNM.
members themselves.

$2000 Rejected

Senate Kills Defense Bill
Senate Internal Business 25, a
substitute to the bill which would
have given $2000 to four students
for defense of charges brought.
against them by University
officials, was defeated by Senate
last night on a vote of 11 to 7.
The allocation would have
deposited $2000 in an account
with the business office for legal
aid to all ASUNM students. The
fund would have been
administered by Senators Sam
Taggard, Sam Johnson, and
Sandra Heide, the sponsors of the
original bill.
The vote was greeted by angry
shouts of "pig" and "rascists" and
most of the gallery left after the
vote.
The Internal Business item was
substituted for the original bill in
an attempt to by-pass ASUNM
PresidE!nt Ron Curry, one of the
plaintiffs in charges in Student
Standards against ,Allen Cooper
and Bill Orzen. A bill must be
signed into law by the ASUNM
ptesident, but internal business
establishing a fund does not have
to be signed by him,
Sen. Donna Fossum said giving
the money directly to the four
students implied approval of their
acts, and ."we do not have the

right to represent ASUNM this
way." She then suggested
allocating the funds to a student
defense fund for all students.
''We can't allocate funds to
specific people for specific cases.
A defense fund would be available
to all students for any cases, not
just Standards," said Senator
Frank Lihn,
Two petitions against allocating
funds to the four students, one
with 1148 signatures and the
other with 600 signatures, had
earlier been presented to Senate
by Robert Benton and James
Cooper.
Before the vote, Senate had
adjourned to. heal' Bill Orzen
testify before Student Standards
Committee,
'
In a last ditch effort lo get
funds allocated, Sen. Leonard
DeLayo introduced a bill shortly
before adjournment which would
have allocated $2000 l'or an
emergency Student Legal Aid
Society under the direction of
Dean Thomas Christopher of the
Law School. The bill was tabled,
which has the effect of killing it.
The Election Commission was
found not to. be a legally
constituted body since it has
never been approved by the UNM

Regents or faculty,. although
passed by the student body in a
referendum last semester. All
referendum questions passed by
the student body must also be
approved by the regents and the
faculty, and neither body. has
approved the establishment of the
Elections Commission. The
Elections Commission members
resigned last night except for Sen.
Donna Hammonds, who could
remain under the constitution,
Elections must now be
conducted under the
constitutional provision which
provides for an elections
committee of four sE!nators, Miss
Hammonds was retained for the
Elect i o 11s Committee, and
Senators Pat Boatwright, Cam
Carreras, and David Smith were
appointed.
.
The Senate also approved
referendum questions . to be put
on Lhe ballot Friday. They include
a· question concerning the status
of ROTC on campus, budget
recommendations totaling
$212,387 ,. support Qf dosed week
as defined in the faculty
handbook, constitutional
amendments, and a question on
the establishment of free periods
for student activities during the day.

